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1 Introduction  

 

The VWLC policy is the real innovation of the WLC software pricing policy proposed by IBM in 

mainframe environments. VWLC allows you to pay software license fees based on the CPU usage 

in MSU (calculated based on a 4-hour rolling average) instead of the CPC capacity.  

To guarantee the expected savings IBM introduced the possibility of setting both a defined capacity 

limit at the LPAR level and a group capacity limit (since z/OS 1.8) at the CPC level.  

Aggressive use of these parameters could allow to a further reduction in software costs. However 

it’s important to remember that defined and group capacity limits could be harmful for an 

application’s performance which could be “soft capped” by WLM when the 4-hour rolling average 

hits those limits. You normally could accept this risk for low importance workload but not for your 

“loved ones”.  

In this paper a technique is presented to: 

• analyze the 4-hour rolling average by WLM workload importance, 

• evaluate optimal “defined” and “group” capacity limits, 

• estimate possible MSU savings. 

2 Analyze the 4-hour rolling average in more detail 

 

The SMF70LAC field in the SMF 70 records provides the LPAR 4-hour rolling average value. 

However it gives no information about the workloads using the CPU and their importance to the 

business.  

This information can be obtained using WLM records (SMF 72). Each WLM service class period is 

associated to a specific importance which should reflect the business importance of the work 

requests classified in it. 

 

The following steps need to be performed before starting the analysis: 

1. Increment the CPU usage accounted to WLM service class periods in order to account for 

the uncaptured CPU
1
.  

2. Transform the CPU and SRB service units, provided in the SMF 72 records, into MSU used 

values
2
. 

3. Sum CPU and SRB service units by WLM importance. 

4. Calculate the 4-hour rolling average based on WLM importance. 

 

There are five levels of importance that can be assigned in WLM: lowest (5), low, medium, high, 

and highest (1) to user service class periods and goals. 

                                                
1
 Different workloads have different capture ratio values however as a first approach the system capture ratio can be 

used to increase all service classes CPU usage.  
2
 You have to divide the service units by the hardware service units rate and multiply the result by the software service 

units rate provided in the SMF70CPA field of the SMF 70 records. 
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WLM system supplied service classes (SYSTEM and SYSSTC) run at fixed priorities which are 

higher than the user service class periods and are referred as importance 0 workloads. 

Discretionary workloads are less important than any other workload and are referred as importance 

6 workloads. 

 

SYSA system
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Figure 1 
 

The above graph relates to a full month, from the 2
nd

 to the 1
st
 of the following month, as required 

by the IBM Sub Capacity Reporting Tool. 

 

IMP_0-n accumulates the CPU usage due to SYTEM, SYSTC and to all the service class periods 

having an importance less than or equal to n.  

 

So IMP_0-1 (red line – at the bottom) accumulates the CPU usage of SYTEM, SYSTC and 

importance 1 service class periods. This is the core of the system. You’d never want to degrade this 

workloads performance. 

IMP_0-6 (dark green line – at the top) accumulates the CPU usage of SYTEM, SYSTC and all the 

service class periods, including the ones running with a discretionary goal. 

 

If this system was the only one in the CPC the software bill would be based on 417 MSUs (the 

highest value of the 4-hour rolling average in the month).  

It’s interesting to note that IMP_0-1 peaks are slightly above 50 MSUs while IMP_0-4 (which 

includes everything except importance 5 and discretionary work) never reach 200 MSUs. 

Setting the defined capacity limit at 200 you could have cut the software bill degrading only low 

importance workloads performance.    
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SYSP system

MSU used (4-hour rolling average) by WLM importance
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Figure 2 
 

Figure 2 is related to a different system. IMP_0-1 and IMP_0-6 curves
3
 overlap almost completely. 

This means that all work in the system are SYSTEM, SYSSTC or importance 1. 

It could be a very bad idea to set a limit to this system capacity. 

3 Evaluate defined capacity limits 

 

Looking at the graph in Figure 1 you could roughly evaluate which defined capacity limit you could 

set to the LPAR but to understand more clearly which workloads you could penalize and how many 

times WLM soft capping could be enforced a further step is needed. 

 

Table 1 shows the results of a percentile analysis performed on the 4-hour rolling average values for 

IMP_0-6 workloads reported in Figure 1. Choosing a percentile as LPAR defined capacity limit you 

are accepting to degrade some workloads for a certain percentage of the time (5% in case of  a 95 

percentile) 

SYSA  4-hour rolling average IMP_0-6 

PCT   MSU  

P70:     236  

P75:     245  

P80:     253  

P85:     265  

P90:     279  

P95:     304  

P99:     349  

P100:     417  

Table 1 

                                                
3
 To make the graph more clear other importance curves have been hidden. 
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SYSA system

MSU used (4-hour rolling average) by WLM importance
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Figure 3 
 

Figure 3 shows the 4-hour rolling average values compared to a defined capacity limit set at the 95 

percentile (304 MSUs) which is represented by the light yellow area in the graph. All points over 

that limit would have been soft capped by WLM. Changing the scale of the graph, shows more 

clearly that only importance 6 workloads would have been degraded. 
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Figure 4 
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If SYSA was the only LPAR in the CPC, the software bill would be reduced by more than 100 

MSUs by setting a defined capacity limit at 304 and accepting a degradation of discretionary 

workloads 5% of the time. 

Unfortunately a single system CPC is quite unusual in current machines. So any saving will be 

dependent on the other LPARs’ 4-hour rolling averages.  

4 Evaluate group capacity limits 

 

Before evaluating the pros and cons of setting the group capacity limit you have to sum the 4-hour 

rolling averages by WLM importance taking into account all the systems running in the CPC, not 

only SYSA. 

CPC  4-hour rolling average IMP_0-6 

PCT   MSU  

P70: 439 

P75: 455 

P80: 471 

P85: 484 

P90: 505 

P95: 539 

P99: 583 

P100: 611 

Table 2 
 

Looking at the percentile values in Table 2 you see that the software bill would have been reduced 

by about 70 MSUs by setting a group capacity limit at 539 and accepting a degradation of some 

workloads 5% of the time. Figure 5 shows the CPC 4-hour rolling average values compared to the 

539 MSUs group capacity limit. 

 

All systems in CPC
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Figure 5 
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Changing the scale of the graph clearly shows that both importance 5 and 6  workloads would have 

been degraded. 

 

All systems in CPC
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Figure 6 
 

5 Conclusions 

 

The VWLC policy allows you to pay software license fees based on the CPU usage in MSU 

(calculated based on a 4-hour rolling average) instead of the CPC capacity.  

The expected savings could be guaranteed by setting defined and group capacity limits. 

In this paper a technique has been presented to evaluate appropriate limits to achieve the maximum 

MSU savings by accepting a slight degradation of low importance workloads. 

 

 


